Biography The Dirty Denims
The Dirty Denims play Happy Hardrock: hardrock that makes you feel good in a heartbeat.
Combined with rock 'n roll, powerpop and a slice of punkrock it sounds like AC/DC, KISS, Joan
Jett, Ramones and The Donnas. When playing live these rockchicks and guys are at their best; an
energetic show of a band that exudes fun, likes audience participation and doesn't taking
themselves too seriously.
The Dutch festival Lowlands defined their music as very tight punk- and hardrock, with riffs
inspired by Ramones and AC/DC. Frontwoman Mirjam delivers the most recognizable element: a
voice like Joan Jett and Debbie Harry. With their catchy songs and energy they will they will make
you throw your fists in the air and scream “YEAH”!
The Dirty Denims played on large festivals like Lowlands, Rockin' Park, Zwarte Cross and Bospop
and supported Slash, Golden Earring, Extreme, Cheap Trick, Steel Panther and The Datsuns. Their
song “24-7-365” got them national airplay on the biggest radiostation of the country. The song
also was featured in 2 international Comedy Central campaigns. The song “Back With A Bang!” is
featured on the compilation-cd that comes with Classic Rock magazine UK, November 2017
(circulation 70,000 editions worldwide).
Going Out – EP (2009)
Wanna Be Famous – EP (2012)
High Five – Album (2014)
Hit me with your best shot – 7 inch single (2015)
Back With A Bang! – Album (2017)
Mirjam Sieben – Vocal/Guitar/Organ
Jeroen Teunis – Guitar/vocals
Marc Eijkhout – Bass/vocals
Suzanne Driessen – Drums/vocals

Quotes “Back With A Bang!”
“Straight outta Eindhoven, The Dirty Denims are a blast of high-energy, high-velocity,
handclappy, glam-stomping hard rock that reminds me of Rose Tattoo when they were still
young and spry, and if Angry Anderson was a woman with a fearsome set of pipes. If rock'n'roll
is dead, nobody told these cats. I hope they never get the memo.” Sleazegrinder (Classic Rock
Magazine UK)
"Opening/title track Back With A Bang! is infectiously catchy from the very start, features a classic
rock & roll rhythm and is air-guitar-tastic!" - Katie Frost (Moshville Times UK)
“The quartet likes to boogie like AC/DC did when Bon Scott was still alive. Keywords: fun, energy
and having a good time. Lead singer Mirjam Sieben has enough power to reach the back rows of
a festival crowd. (…) Back With A Bang - part 1 is a less is more EP that is catchy as Hell.” – Here
Comes The Flood
“So, what exactly do The Dirty Denims bring to the party? Well, with a handful of pilfered AC/DC
riffs, ‘70s glam slam melodies and a riot grrl attitude, quite a lot actually.” – Ben Hughes
(http://www.uberrock.co.uk)

